Keratins as markers of malignancy in mouse epidermal tumors.
A comparative study of the keratin composition of adult and neonatal mouse epidermis, benign and malignant tumors of mouse skin and murine epidermal cells grown in culture revealed striking differences in the keratin polypeptide patterns when analyzed by one-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Not only did the study confirm body-site specific alterations in the keratin patterns within one species, but it also demonstrated that similar to cultured epidermal cells, three malignant skin tumors investigated specifically lacked a group of keratin components with molecular weights larger than 61,000 daltons, which were invariably present in all normal and also in benign tissues. These findings offer the possibility of using keratins as molecular markers of the malignant state of epidermal cells. Two-dimensional gels of the keratin polypeptides of normal epidermis and of benign tumors exhibited spot patterns which could be divided at the 61,000 dalton level into an essentially basic subgroup, comprising the high molecular weight keratins, and an acidic subgroup including the low molecular weight components. The two uppermost proteins of cultured epidermal cells and carcinomas (molecular weights 61,000 and 58,000 daltons) belong to the acidic subgroup in normal tissues as well as in papillomas. However, in the case of malignant tumors and in vitro transformed epidermal cells they showed distinct alterations in charge in that they migrated into the more alkaline part of the gel. The number of spots appearing in the more basic region of the gel could be inversely related to the degree of differentiation exhibited by tumors or in vitro cells.